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A deployed nuclear submarine operates alone hundreds of miles from any support and hundreds of
feet below the surface.An emotionless and indifferent
enemy constantly surrounds the crew. Thousands of
pounds of sea pressure sit right over their heads,
waiting to crush them like a tin can and send them to
the bottom of the ocean. Even the most junior sailor's
mistake can result in loss of the submarine and
everyone on it.To accomplish their mission and return
safely home to their families, a submarine crew relies
entirely on the actions of their fellow sailors. There is
shared responsibility as well as shared vulnerability.
Regardless of rank or experience, every sailor is vitally
important.When Jon Rennie reported to the USS
Tennessee as a young junior officer, he had no idea
what to expect. He didn't realize he was heading out on
a four-year adventure that would change his life and
establish leadership principles that he would rely on for
decades.On a submarine crew, officers and sailors work
together in cramped spaces and challenging conditions
to accomplish complex missions with no room for
failure. As Rennie moved into leadership positions in
the business world, he found that the basic underlying
principles for success at sea also led to high-performing
teams on land.Leaders succeed when they create a
unified team with a singular mission - when all
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employees perform like they are all in the same boat.
Get heard by being clear and concise The only way to
survive in business today is to be a leancommunicator.
Busy executives expect you to respect and
managetheir time more effectively than ever. You need
to do thegroundwork to make your message tight and
to the point. The averageprofessional receives 304
emails per week and checks theirsmartphones 36 times
an hour and 38 hours a week. This inattentionhas
spread to every part of life. The average attention span
hasshrunk from 12 seconds in 2000 to eight in 2012.
So, throw them a lifeline and be brief. Author Joe
McCormack tackles the challenges of
inattention,interruptions, and impatience that every
professional faces. Hisproven B.R.I.E.F. approach, which
stands for Background, Relevance,Information, Ending,
and Follow up, helps simplify and clarifycomplex
communication. BRIEF will help yousummarize lengthy
information, tell a short story, harness thepower of
infographics and videos, and turn monologue
presentationsinto controlled conversations. Details the
B.R.I.E.F. approach to distilling your message intoa
brief presentation Written by the founder and CEO of
Sheffield Marketing Partners,which specializes in
message and narrative development, who is alsoa
recognized expert in Narrative Mapping, a technique
that helpsclients achieve a clearer and more concise
message Long story short: BRIEF will help you gain
themuscle you need to eliminate wasteful words and
stand out from therest. Be better. Be brief.
Wall Street Journal Bestseller From the acclaimed
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author of Turn the Ship Around!, former US Navy
Captain David Marquet, comes a radical new playbook
for empowering your team to make better decisions
and take greater ownership. You might imagine that an
effective leader is someone who makes quick,
intelligent decisions, gives inspiring speeches, and
issues clear orders to their team so they can execute a
plan to achieve your organization's goals.
Unfortunately, David Marquet argues, that's an
outdated model of leadership that just doesn't work
anymore. As a leader in today's networked, informationdense business climate, you don't have full visibility
into your organization or the ground reality of your
operating environment. In order to harness the eyes,
ears, and minds of your people, you need to foster a
climate of collaborative experimentation that
encourages people to speak up when they notice
problems and work together to identify and test
solutions. Too many leaders fall in love with the sound
of their own voice, and wind up dictating plans and
digging in their heels when problems begin to emerge.
Even when you want to be a more collaborative leader,
you can undermine your own efforts by defaulting to
command-and-control language we've inherited from
the industrial era. It's time to ditch the industrial age
playbook of leadership. In Leadership is Language,
you'll learn how choosing your words can dramatically
improve decision-making and execution on your team.
Marquet outlines six plays for all leaders, anchored in
how you use language: • Control the clock, don't obey
the clock: Pre-plan decision points and give your people
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the tools they need to hit pause on a plan of action if
they notice something wrong. • Collaborate, don't
coerce: As the leader, you should be the last one to
offer your opinion. Rather than locking your team into
binary responses ("Is this a good plan?"), allow them to
answer on a scale ("How confident are you about this
plan?") • Commit, don't comply: Rather than expect
your team to comply with specific directions, explain
your overall goals, and get their commitment to
achieving it one piece at a time. • Complete, not
continue: If every day feels like a repetition of the last,
you're doing something wrong. Articulate concrete
plans with a start and end date to align your team. •
Improve, don't prove: Ask your people to improve on
plans and processes, rather than prove that they can
meet fixed goals or deadlines. You'll face fewer cut
corners and better long-term results. • Connect, don't
conform: Flatten hierarchies in your organization and
connect with your people to encourage them to
contribute to decision-making. In his last book, Turn the
Ship Around!, Marquet told the incredible story of
abandoning command-and-control leadership on his
submarine and empowering his crew to turn the worst
performing submarine to the best performer in the
fleet. Now, with Leadership is Language he gives
businesspeople the tools they need to achieve such
transformational leadership in their organizations.
Agile doesn't just change how teams work. It also
changes how teams are led. Agile requires a radically
different approach to leadership, one that puts
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where they must work as peers. This is called lateral
leadership, but it creates a challenge for roles like
product management. Agile leadership requires teams
to align around a committed vision and support it in the
best possible way without formal authority. And even
though product managers lack the expert knowledge of
their new peers, they have to succeed in their mission
without the traditional safety net of hierarchical
power.Written by Tim Herbig, a product and business
leader with experience at large-scale companies such
as XING and Gruner+Jahr as well as multiple startups in
the SaaS and social network space, this book will help
define what it takes to master the challenges of being a
lateral leader. It will guide you through chapters on
strategic alignment with your team and individual
alignment with other team members. By recognizing
empathy and escalation as helpful tools, you'll be able
to maintain and strengthen your leadership role within
agile teams."Lateral Leadership shows Product
Managers how to lead without the explicit authority to
do so. This book gives us a detailed roadmap for how to
use empathy and alignment to better lead the people
that make up our teams toward common goals, and
build better products because of it."-Martin Eriksson, cofounder Mind the Product & co-author of Product
Leadership.
How to Navigate Clueless Colleagues, Lunch-Stealing
Bosses, and the Rest of Your Life at Work
Leadership Is Language
Managing Humans
Small Things, Done Well
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Inspiring Leadership
Turn the Ship Around by L. David Marquet (Summary)
Implement Intent-Based Leadership In Your
Organization
THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL will soon be a
major motion picture from Netflix, starring Academy Award
winner Charlize Theron, Kerry Washington, Laurence
Fishburne, Michelle Yeoh, Cate Blanchett, and many more!
A dark and enchanting fantasy adventure for those who
prefer fairytales with a twist. The first in the bestselling
series.
This amazing book will take you into the heart of the
Thinking Environment. It will touch you with stories, inspire
you with results, excite you with practice. If you long for
leadership you trust, meetings you love, relationships you
cherish, community which works or the life you really want,
More Time To Think can lead you there.
Experience the transformative power of creative rituals in
the workplace Rituals for Work shows us how creative rituals
can make our personal and business lives more meaningful
and rewarding. Rituals are powerful tools: they reinforce
good habits, motivate personal and professional
achievement, create a common bond between co-workers and
build shared values; they can transform an organization’s
culture and provide a foundation to achieve common goals.
Focusing on real-world examples, this book takes a practical
approach to the power and benefits of workplace rituals. This
insightful guide presents 50 creative rituals, from business
and management to design and personal development.
Specific case studies highlight the use of rituals and their
positive impact to real-world organizations, while vivid
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visuals allow us to feel their energy and emotion. A ritual is
only effective when its purpose is clearly defined. This book
goes beyond simple analysis to provide actual recipes for
individual rituals designed to promote specific habits, change
negative behaviors, and instill values. Each ritual can be
adapted to achieve a multitude of goals and tailored to fit
your organization or team’s specific needs. ? Change
behaviors, form positive habits, and assign meaning to
shared goals ? Build shared values, foster innovation, and
encourage strong teamwork ? Deal with conflicts effectively
and engage others to work on resolutions ? Learn the
fundamental concepts of ritual-building and share your
knowledge with your team An informative and inspirational
resource for executives, managers, team leaders, and
employees of every level, Rituals for Work provides a
blueprint for building a culture of engagement, innovation,
and shared purpose for organizations of all sizes, across
industries.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and
New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical
guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring
all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been
called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a
workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people
avoid awkward conversations in the office because they
simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and
in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough
discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll
learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on
you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk
someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being
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micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a
colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work
• your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you
homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask
a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison
Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be
professional (even when others are not) and that
communicating in a straightforward manner with candor
and kindness will get you far, no matter where you
work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s friendly,
warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her
advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of
readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new
to management, or anyone hoping to improve their work
experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge
fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is
even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most
vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so
with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert
Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole
Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the
ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in
a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke
Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life
Together
6 Habits that Make or Break a Leader at Work and at Home
Management Techniques from the Best Damn Ship in the
Navy
More Time to Think
A Court of Thorns and Roses
The Turn The Ship Around! Workbook
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The Heart to Start
Rick Lasky and John Salka are two of the most dynamic and
inspirational leaders in the fire service. Their book, Five Alarm
Leadership, is a compilation of leadership lessons learned,
situations handled, decisions made, and problems solved during
their combined 60-plus years of fire service experience. Also
included is a special introduction by Chief (ret.) Bobby Halton,
Editor-in-Chief of Fire Engineering magazine, outlining the nature
of transformational leadership and its power to inspire excellence
in the fire service.
The commander of the USS Santa Fe provides leadership lessons
from his experiences in implementing an empowerment style of
command, giving crew members more decision making authority
and accountability, with a focus on accomplishments.
It’s a terrible feeling. To know you have a gift for the world. But to
be utterly paralyzed every time you try to discover what that gift is.
Stop procrastinating and start creating! In The Heart to Start,
blogger, podcaster, and award-winning designer David Kadavy
takes you on his journey from Nebraska-based cubicle dweller to jetsetting bestselling author, showing you how to stop procrastinating,
and start creating. The original and battle-tested tactics in The
Heart to Start eliminate fear in your present self, so you can finally
become your future self: Tap into the innate power of curiosity.
Find the fuel to propel you through resistance. Catch yourself
“Inflating The Investment.” Prevent self-destructive time sucks and
find the time to follow your art, even if you feel like you have no
time at all. Bust through “The Linear Work Distortion.” Inspire
action that harnesses your natural creative style. Supercharge your
progress with “Motivational Judo.” Lay perfectionism on its back
while propelling your projects forward. Inspiring stories weave
these techniques into your memory. From Maya Angelou to Seth
Godin. From J. K. Rowling to Steven Pressfield. You'll hear from a
Hollywood screenwriter, a chef, and even a creator of a hit board
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game. Whether you’re writing a novel, starting a business, or
picking up a paintbrush for the first time in years, The Heart to
Start will upgrade your mental operating system with unforgettable
tactics for ending procrastination before it starts, so you can make
your creative dreams a reality. Take your first step and click the
buy button. Download The Heart to Start, and unlock your inner
creative genius today!
What do you want me to do? This question is the enduring
management issue, a perennial problem that Stephen Bungay shows
has an old solution that is counter-intuitive and yet common sense.
The Art of Action is a thought-provoking and fresh look at how
managers can turn planning into execution, and execution into
results. Drawing on his experience as a consultant, senior manager
and a highly respected military historian, Stephen Bungay takes a
close look at the nineteenth-century Prussian Army, which built its
agility on the initiative of its highly empowered junior officers, to
show business leaders how they can build more effective, productive
organizations. Based on a theoretical framework which has been
tested in practice over 150 years, Bungay shows how the approach
known as 'mission command' has been applied in businesses as
diverse as pharmaceuticals and F1 racing today. The Art of Action
is scholarly but engaging, rigorous but pragmatic, and shows how
common sense can sometimes be surprising.
Five Alarm Leadership
Stop Procrastinating & Start Creating
Winning from Within
The Art of Action
The 8th Habit
The War of the Worlds
Strategic Turnaround
Winning from Within by leadership and negotiation expert Erica
Ariel Fox presents a contemporary approach for getting more of
what you want, improving relationships, and enjoying life’s
deeper rewards. With principles developed while teaching
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negotiation at Harvard Law School and coaching executives
around the world, Fox provides a map for understanding your
inner world and a method for sorting yourself out. Fox uses
insights from Western psychology and Eastern philosophy to
resolve the gap between what people know they should say
and what they actually do. She explains how to master your
“inner negotiators,” whether working with a difficult client,
struggling with a stubborn spouse, or developing your highest
leadership potential. With a Foreword by William Ury, coauthor
of the classic bestseller Getting to Yes, Winning from Within: A
Breakthrough Method for Leading, Living, and Lasting Change
is your guide to greatness.
The Lazy Project Manager shows how adopting a more
focused approach to life, projects and work can make us twice
as productive. By concentrating project management to
exercise effort where it really matters we will work smarter. The
simple techniques of lazy project management can help us to
work more effectively and improve our work–life balance.
From the author of the acclaimed book Fierce Conversations
comes the antidote to some of the most wrongheaded practices
of business today. · “Provide anonymous feedback.” · “Hire
smart people.” · “Hold people accountable.” These are all
sound, business practices, right? Not so fast, says leadership
visionary and bestselling author Susan Scott. In fact, these
mantras — despite being long-accepted and adopted by
business leaders everywhere — are completely wrongheaded.
Worse, they are costing companies billions of dollars, driving
away valuable employees and profitable customers, limiting
performance, and stalling careers. Yet they are so deeply
ingrained in organizational cultures that no one has questioned
them. Until now. In Fierce Leadership, Scott teaches us how to
spot the worst “best” practices in our organizations using a
technique she calls “squid eye”–the ability to see the “tells” or
signs that we have fallen prey to disastrous behaviors by
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knowing what to look for. Only then, she says, can we apply the
antidote.. Informed by over a decade of conversations with
Fortune 500 executives, this book is that antidote. With fierce
new approaches to everything from employee feedback to
corporate diversity to customer relations, Scott offers fresh and
surprising alternatives to six of the so-called “best” practices
permeating today’s businesses. This refreshingly candid book
is a must-read for any manager or leader at any level who is
ready to take a long hard look at what trouble might be lurking
in their organization - and do something about it.
'David Marquet is the kind of leader who comes around only
once in a generation ... his ideas and lessons are invaluable'
Simon Sinek, author of Start With Why Captain David Marquet
was used to giving orders. In the high-stress environment of the
USS Santa Fe, a nuclear-powered submarine, it was crucial his
men did their job well. But the ship was dogged by poor morale,
poor performance and the worst retention in the fleet. One day,
Marquet unknowingly gave an impossible order, and his crew
tried to follow it anyway. He realized he was leading in a culture
of followers, and they were all in danger unless they
fundamentally changed the way they did things. Marquet took
matters into his own hands and pushed for leadership at every
level. Before long, his crew became fully engaged and the
Santa Fe skyrocketed from worst t first in the fleet. No matter
your business or position, you can apply Marquet's approach to
create a workplace where everyone takes responsibility for
their actions, people are healthier and happier - and everyone
is a leader.
Leadership: A Very Short Introduction
A Bold Alternative to the Worst "Best" Practices of Business
Today
All in the Same Boat
Fierce Leadership
Get Your Ship Together
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Turn Your Ship Around!
Atomic Habits

When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know
what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin
killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is
under attack. Armed soldiers converge on the scene to
ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian
cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war
breaks out across England, the locals must fight for their
lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an
unabridged version of one of the first fictional accounts of
extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science
fiction novel was first published in book form in 1898,
and is considered a classic of English literature.
Strategic Turnaround is more than a case study of
transformational change in an African maritime
administration. It is a roadmap for putting agency back
into your government department, a go-to guide for
reinvigorating your energy-sapped public servants, and a
speak-easy description of how to overcome those
structural influences of culture and bureaucracy that
knee-cap many a change effort.This book is a must-read
for those [having to walk the tightrope of balancing the
public's expectations against the public's purse when]
attempting to restore confidence in an under-performing
public service. Armed with Dr. Peterside's inspirational
book, you too will succeed in bringing about
transformational change in your government agency.
A former U.S. Navy commander draws on interviews with
leaders from every branch of the U.S. military and the
business world to discuss how to honor agreements with
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a staff, develop employees, and work on one's own
terms.
The subject of leadership raises many questions: What is
it? How does it differ from management and command?
Are leaders born or bred? Who are the leaders? Do we
actually need leaders? Inevitably, the answers are
provocative and partial; leadership is a hugely important
topic of debate. There are constant calls for 'greater' or
'stronger' leadership, but what this actually means, how
we can evaluate it, and why it's important are not very
clear. In this Very Short Introduction Keith Grint prompts
the reader to rethink their understanding of what
leadership is. He examines the way leadership has
evolved from its earliest manifestations in ancient
societies, highlighting the beginnings of leadership
writings through Plato, Sun Tzu, Machiavelli and others,
to consider the role of the social, economic, and political
context undermining particular modes of leadership.
Exploring the idea that leaders cannot exist without
followers, and recognising that we all have diverse
experiences and assumptions of leadership, Grint looks
at the practice of management, its history, future, and
influence on all aspects of society. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are
the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly.
Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective,
new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
A Way of Being in the World
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Becoming a Leader of Character
A Practical Guide for Agile Product Managers
The Art of Leadership
Leadership for Professionals
The Associated Press Stylebook 2015
How to Lead Smart People

Do you consider yourself to be a successful leader, or
do you aspire to be so? If so then this book is for you.
Do you wish to lead your teams in the most effective
and energising way? Are you a follower seeking to be
well led? Are you in the business of helping others to
improve their performance? If you answer yes to any
of these questions then you'll find much to help you in
these pages. From the authors own practical
experience, from his observation of other leaders and
from his wide research he found that people who have
become highly respected usually display the eight
characteristics described within the inspiring
leadership philosophy. Employing these qualities is
how they manage to get others to follow them
willingly. You could do the same. A coaching client,
Sarah Jane Mills, who critically reviewed a draft of
this book, described the benefits as follows: "This is a
fresh approach to leadership and it is named perfectly.
It brings together a wealth of different ideas and
concepts under a very clear and simple set of 8
principles. This is about leadership based on
relationship. It gives people permission to be inspiring
leaders. You can analyse your own strengths,
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weaknesses, opportunities and threats using the
compass and you will be given a set of tools to develop
your skill so you become a better inspiring leader. If
you focus on these principles you will affect others in a
highly positive way."
Read this million-copy bestseller for leadership
insights about top-down change to improve
productivity in your business starting with the most
important person: You. When Captain Abrashoff took
over as commander of USS Benfold, it was like a
business that had all the latest technology but only
some of the productivity. Knowing that responsibility
for improving performance rested with him, he
realized he had to improve his own leadership skills
before he could improve his ship. Within months, he
created a crew of confident and inspired problemsolvers eager to take the initiative and responsibility
for their actions. The slogan on board became "It's
your ship," and Benfold was soon recognized far and
wide as a model of naval efficiency. How did Abrashoff
do it? Against the backdrop of today's United States
Navy, Abrashoff shares his secrets of successful
management including: See the ship through the eyes
of the crew: By soliciting a sailor's suggestions,
Abrashoff drastically reduced tedious chores that
provided little additional value. Communicate,
communicate, communicate: The more Abrashoff
communicated the plan, the better the crew's
performance. His crew eventually started calling him
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"Megaphone Mike," since they heard from him so
often. Create discipline by focusing on purpose:
Discipline skyrocketed when Abrashoff's crew believed
that what they were doing was important. Listen
aggressively: After learning that many sailors wanted
to use the GI Bill, Abrashoff brought a test official
aboard the ship-and held the SATs forty miles off the
Iraqi coast. From achieving amazing cost savings to
winning the highest gunnery score in the Pacific Fleet,
Captain Abrashoff's extraordinary campaign sent
shock waves through the U.S. Navy. It can help you
change the course of your ship, no matter where your
business battles are fought.
Do you want more free book summaires like this?
Download our app for free at
https://www.QuickRead.com/App and get access to
hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries. If
you’ve ever found yourself wondering how to motivate
a group of people who just don’t care or you’d simply
like to improve your own leadership qualities, Turn
the Ship Around (2013) is just the book for you!
Following the story of United States Navy captain L.
David Marquet, Turn the Ship Around will show you
how to unlock the leadership potential that lies in each
and every one of us. By watching how David turned his
unmotivated submarine crew into a world-renowned
team, you’ll learn how achieving success is as simple
as changing the way you think about leadership.
"The Trusted Executive helps leaders deliver
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outstanding results, create inspiring relationships and
provide a positive contribution through the power of
trustworthy leadership. In the shifting world of
business, affected by trends involving robotics, AI,
data privacy, the #metoo movement, climate crisis,
employment rights and income inequality, trust and
truthfulness have become the agenda. But how can
business leaders and executives build trust in an
untrusting world? The Trusted Executive, gives
leaders the tools to build trust by focusing on ability,
integrity and benevolence. Providing a range of tools,
exercises, examples and case studies, the fully updated
edition will help readers: - Understand the primary
role of trust as a leadership skill - Build trust around
themselves as a leader, and develop role modelling
behaviours - Lead transformation change within their
own organization - Develop strategies to deal with
unwanted violations of trust within their business"-A Workbook for Implementing Intent-Based
Leadership in Your Organization
Make a Bigger Impact by Saying Less
Story of a Government Agency
50 Ways to Create Engagement, Shared Purpose, and
a Culture that Can Adapt to Change
Lead Your Organization Like a Nuclear Submariner
The Trusted Executive
The Art of High-Impact Leadership
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It
allows you to have the essential ideas of a big
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book in less than 30 minutes. As you read this
summary, you will discover a new vision of
leadership based on equality. You will also
discover that : vertical management demobilizes
teams and prevents them from taking advantage
of their skills; excellence can only be achieved
through autonomy; a new conception of
authority requires a change of model; the leader
must refrain from giving orders and pass a
maximum of decisions through his subordinates;
staff can only make the right choices if they have
the necessary knowledge and clear objectives;
redistributing power makes for a much more
resilient, motivated and efficient collective.
Hierarchical organization, the dominant model in
many companies and collective structures, is in
crisis today. Unable to capitalize on the
intelligence and creative potential of individuals,
it leads to a strong demobilization. While in the
army, where it is particularly present, everything
rests on the authority of superiors, other
systems exist. This is what the American
commander David Marquet has successfully
experimented with. His ambition: to redistribute
power at all levels. Ready to reinvent
management? *Buy now the summary of this
book for the modest price of a cup of coffee!
The Instant New York Times Bestseller and
TikTok Sensation! As seen on THE VIEW! A
BuzzFeed Best Summer Read of 2021 When a
fake relationship between scientists meets the
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irresistible force of attraction, it throws one
woman's carefully calculated theories on love
into chaos. As a third-year Ph.D. candidate, Olive
Smith doesn't believe in lasting romantic
relationships--but her best friend does, and
that's what got her into this situation.
Convincing Anh that Olive is dating and well on
her way to a happily ever after was always going
to take more than hand-wavy Jedi mind tricks:
Scientists require proof. So, like any selfrespecting biologist, Olive panics and kisses the
first man she sees. That man is none other than
Adam Carlsen, a young hotshot professor--and
well-known ass. Which is why Olive is positively
floored when Stanford's reigning lab tyrant
agrees to keep her charade a secret and be her
fake boyfriend. But when a big science
conference goes haywire, putting Olive's career
on the Bunsen burner, Adam surprises her again
with his unyielding support and even more
unyielding...six-pack abs. Suddenly their little
experiment feels dangerously close to
combustion. And Olive discovers that the only
thing more complicated than a hypothesis on
love is putting her own heart under the
microscope.
In the 7 Habits series, international bestselling
author Stephen R. Covey showed us how to
become as effective as it is possible to be. In his
long-awaited new book, THE 8th HABIT, he opens
up an entirely new dimension of human
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potential, and shows us how to achieve
greatness in any position and any venue. All of
us, Covey says, have within us the means for
greatness. To tap into it is a matter of finding
the right balance of four human attributes:
talent, need, conscience and passion. At the
nexus of these four attributes is what Covey calls
voice - the unique, personal significance we each
possess. Covey exhorts us all to move beyond
effectiveness into the realm of greatness - and
he shows us how to do so, by engaging our
strengths and locating our powerful, individual
voices. Why do we need this new habit? Because
we have entered a new era in human history. The
world is a profoundly different place than when
THE 7 HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE was
originally published in 1989. The challenges and
complexity we face today are of a different order
of magnitude. We enjoy far greater autonomy in
all areas of our lives, and along with this
freedom comes the expectation that we will
manage ourselves, instead of being managed by
others. At the same time, we struggle to feel
engaged, fulfilled and passionate. Tapping into
the higher reaches of human genius and
motivation to find our voice requires a new
mindset, a new skill-set, a new tool-set - in short,
a whole new habit.
This handbook for developing six crucial habits “
should be on every modern leader’s desk” (Jeb
Blount, bestselling author of People Follow You).
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While many books focus on developing
managerial competencies, most leadership
failures are the result of a failure in character,
not a failure in competence. But just as you don’t
get in shape by reading a fitness magazine, you
don’t become a leader of character by reading a
book on character. You have to do what you want
to be! Becoming a Leader of Character is a
workout plan designed to develop six Habits of
Character by providing small daily exercises that
strengthen your character muscles—for the
important tests of character all leaders face.
The Hidden Power of What You Say--and What
You Don't
A Breakthrough Method for Leading, Living, and
Lasting Change
From the Firehouse to the Fireground
From Effectiveness to Greatness
Brief
Lateral Leadership
It's Your Ship
A fully revised and updated edition of the bible of the
newspaper industry
Many people think leadership is a higher calling that resides
exclusively with a select few who practice and preach big,
complex leadership philosophies. But as this practical book
reveals, what s most important for leadership is principled
consistency. Time and again, small things done well build
trust and respect within a team. Using stories from his time
at Netscape, Apple, and Slack, Michael Lopp presents a
series of small but compelling practices to help you build
leadership skills. You ll learn how to create teams that are
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highly productive, highly respected, and highly trusted.
Lopp has been speaking and writing about this topic for
over a decade and now maintains a Slack leadership channel
with over 13,000 members. The essays in this book examine
the practical skills Lopp learned from exceptional
leaders̶as a manager at Netscape, a senior manager and
director at Apple, and an executive at Slack. You ll learn
how to apply these lessons to your own experience.
A successful digital transformation must start with a
conversational transformation. Today, software
organizations are transforming the way work gets done
through practices like Agile, Lean, and DevOps. But as
commonly implemented as these methods are, many
transformations still fail, largely because the organization
misses a critical step: transforming their culture and the way
people communicate. Agile Conversations brings a practical,
step-by-step guide to using the human power of
conversation to build effective, high-performing teams to
achieve truly Agile results. Consultants Douglas Squirrel and
Jeffrey Fredrick show readers how to utilize the Five
Conversations to help teams build trust, alleviate fear,
answer the whys, define commitments, and hold
everyone accountable.These five conversations give teams
everything they need to reach peak performance, and they
are exactly what s missing from too many teams today.
Stop focusing on processes and practices that leave your
organization stuck with culture-less rituals. Instead, unleash
the unique human power of conversation.
In many jobs people work their way up through a hierarchy,
an experience that prepares them for managing a team. In
some professions, such as law, finance, accountancy,
academia, engineering, education and healthcare,
individuals may find themselves managing a team of equals.
This book uses 50 simple lessons to show the reader in
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concise, pithy prose how to manage a team of equals with
intelligence and diplomacy. Each lesson features a short
introduction and example from the authors' experience,
showing you how skills can be acquired. These are then
followed by 6-10 action points to implement immediately.
Core leadership skills are reevaluated for the leader of a
smart team. The book teaches you core skills such as
decision making and delegating, but also soft skills such as
delivering good and bad news to team members and how to
realise more general aims such as building trust and
growing your team. The authors also offer advice on how to
look after yourself as a team leader, how to build resilience
in tough situations, but also how to develop creativity and
extend your skill base so that you are constantly learning.
A True Story of Building Leaders by Breaking the Rules
Transform Your Conversations, Transform Your Culture
The School for Good and Evil (The School for Good and Evil,
Book 1)
A True Story of Turning Followers into Leaders
The Lazy Project Manager
An Easy & Proven Way to Build Good Habits & Break Bad
Ones
The Love Hypothesis

The #1 New York Times bestseller. Over 4 million
copies sold! Tiny Changes, Remarkable Results No
matter your goals, Atomic Habits offers a proven
framework for improving--every day. James Clear,
one of the world's leading experts on habit
formation, reveals practical strategies that will
teach you exactly how to form good habits, break
bad ones, and master the tiny behaviors that lead
to remarkable results. If you're having trouble
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changing your habits, the problem isn't you. The
problem is your system. Bad habits repeat
themselves again and again not because you don't
want to change, but because you have the wrong
system for change. You do not rise to the level of
your goals. You fall to the level of your systems.
Here, you'll get a proven system that can take you
to new heights. Clear is known for his ability to
distill complex topics into simple behaviors that can
be easily applied to daily life and work. Here, he
draws on the most proven ideas from biology,
psychology, and neuroscience to create an easy-tounderstand guide for making good habits inevitable
and bad habits impossible. Along the way, readers
will be inspired and entertained with true stories
from Olympic gold medalists, award-winning
artists, business leaders, life-saving physicians, and
star comedians who have used the science of small
habits to master their craft and vault to the top of
their field. Learn how to: make time for new habits
(even when life gets crazy); overcome a lack of
motivation and willpower; design your environment
to make success easier; get back on track when
you fall off course; ...and much more. Atomic
Habits will reshape the way you think about
progress and success, and give you the tools and
strategies you need to transform your
habits--whether you are a team looking to win a
championship, an organization hoping to redefine
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an industry, or simply an individual who wishes to
quit smoking, lose weight, reduce stress, or
achieve any other goal.
In Turn the Ship Around! (Portfolio, 2013), former
U.S. Navy Captain David Marquet introduced a bold
new approach to leadership, based on his
experiences turning around the troubled submarine
USS Santa Fe. Now Marquet returns with a
workbook so readers can apply his methods to their
own organisations. With extensive questions and
exercises on how to delegate and inspire, this
workbook will help readers build a work community
based on personal responsibility and trust.
On the Edge is an engaging leadership manual that
provides concrete insights garnered from various
extreme environments ranging from Mt Everest to
the South Pole. By reflecting on the lessons learned
from her various expeditions, author Alison Levine
makes the case that the leadership principles that
apply in extreme adventure sport also apply in
today's extreme business environments. Both
settings require you to be able to make crucial
decisions on the spot when the conditions around
you are far from perfect. Your survival -and the
survival of your team-depend on it. On the Edge
provides a framework to help people scale
whatever big peaks they aspire to climb-be they
literal or figurative-by offering practical, humorous,
and often unorthodox advice about how to grow as
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a leader.
Now revised and expanded - the companion
workbook to former submarine captain David
Marquet's acclaimed leadership book, Turn The
Ship Around! In Turn the Ship Around! former U.S.
Navy Captain David Marquet introduced a bold new
approach to leadership, based on his experiences
turning around the troubled submarine USS Santa
Fe. He gave up the traditional command-andcontrol model and instead inspired every member
of his crew to embrace accountabliity. Santa Fe
rapidly improved its dismal performance record
and started winning awards as the best ship in its
class. In this workbook -- now a revised and
expanded second edition, with a new title -Marquet helps readers apply his methods to their
own organizations. Featuring extensive questions
and exercises on how to delegate and inspire, this
workbook will help readers build a work community
based on personal responsibility and trust. As
Marquet writes: Imagine a workplace where
everone engages and contributes their full
intellectual capacity, a place where people are
happier and healthier because they have more
control over their work -- a place where everyone is
a leader.... All of this is possible, but not with the
current leadership paradigm.
Ask a Manager
Rituals for Work
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On the Edge
How to Create Leadership at Every Level
SUMMARY - Turn The Ship Around!: A True Story Of
Turning Followers Into Leaders By L. David Marquet
Nine Leadership Habits That Inspire Results,
Relationships and Reputation
How Great Leaders Inspire Ownership from the Keel
Up
“One of the 12 best business books of all time….
Timeless principles of empowering leadership.” –
USA Today "The best how-to manual anywhere for
managers on delegating, training, and driving
flawless execution.” —FORTUNE Since Turn the
Ship Around! was published in 2013, hundreds of
thousands of readers have been inspired by former
Navy captain David Marquet’s true story. Many have
applied his insights to their own organizations,
creating workplaces where everyone takes
responsibility for his or her actions, where followers
grow to become leaders, and where happier teams
drive dramatically better results. Marquet was a
Naval Academy graduate and an experienced officer
when selected for submarine command. Trained to
give orders in the traditional model of “know all–tell
all” leadership, he faced a new wrinkle when he was
shifted to the Santa Fe, a nuclear-powered
submarine. Facing the high-stress environment of a
sub where there’s little margin for error, he was
determined to reverse the trends he found on the
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Santa Fe: poor morale, poor performance, and the
worst retention rate in the fleet. Almost immediately,
Marquet ran into trouble when he unknowingly gave
an impossible order, and his crew tried to follow it
anyway. When he asked why, the answer was:
“Because you told me to.” Marquet realized that
while he had been trained for a different submarine,
his crew had been trained to do what they were
told—a deadly combination. That’s when Marquet
flipped the leadership model on its head and pushed
for leadership at every level. Turn the Ship Around!
reveals how the Santa Fe skyrocketed from worst to
first in the fleet by challenging the U.S. Navy’s
traditional leader-follower approach. Struggling
against his own instincts to take control, he instead
achieved the vastly more powerful model of giving
control to his subordinates, and creating leaders.
Before long, each member of Marquet’s crew
became a leader and assumed responsibility for
everything he did, from clerical tasks to crucial
combat decisions. The crew became completely
engaged, contributing their full intellectual capacity
every day. The Santa Fe set records for
performance, morale, and retention. And over the
next decade, a highly disproportionate number of the
officers of the Santa Fe were selected to become
submarine commanders. Whether you need a major
change of course or just a tweak of the rudder, you
can apply Marquet’s methods to turn your own ship
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around.
Turn the Ship Around!A True Story of Turning
Followers into LeadersPenguin
Managing Humans is a selection of the best essays
from Michael Lopp's popular website Rands in
Repose(www.randsinrepose.com). Lopp is one of
the most sought-after IT managers in Silicon Valley,
and draws on his experiences at Apple, Netscape,
Symantec, and Borland. This book reveals a variety
of different approaches for creating innovative,
happy development teams. It covers handling
conflict, managing wildly differing personality types,
infusing innovation into insane product schedules,
and figuring out how to build lasting and useful
engineering culture. The essays are biting, hilarious,
and always informative.
Agile Conversations
Turn the Ship Around!
How to be twice as productive and still leave the
office early
Biting and Humorous Tales of a Software
Engineering Manager
Turn The Ship Around!
How Leaders Close the Gaps between Plans,
Actions and Results
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